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SOUTHWEST POWER POOL 

TRANSMISSION OWNER SELECTION PROCESS TASK FORCE MEETING 

 

April 19, 2021 

Net Conference 

SUMMARY OF MOTIONS AND ACTION ITEMS 

1) Motion – Pat Hayes motioned to approve the agenda.  Daryl Huslig seconded and the 

agenda was approved unanimously as submitted. 

2) Motion – Brian Johnson motioned to approve the April 19, 2021 meeting minutes.  Tom 

Hestermann seconded and the minutes were approved unanimously as submitted. 

3) Action Item – Aaron Shipley send to the task force a list of questions that have been 

circulated within the task force that may be sent to former IEP for insight to the current 

process improvement effort. 

4) Action Item – Steve Drew develop a strawman of what potential options there would be 

if the task force elected to evaluate and potentially recommend modifications to the 

Attachment Y current five scoring categories the IEP follows when evaluating RFP 

Proposals.  Task force discuss if this is an appropriate item to review at this time or 

necessary. 

5) Action Item – For May 03, 2021 discuss the “Cost Effective and Efficient” tracker item per 

discussion at April 19, 2021 meeting.  Determine if the item should remain open, closed, 

or tabled to a later date. 

6) Action Item – Joe Richardson work towards a strawman proposal for the task force to 

review on a scoring rubric approach (Best/Better/Good) the IEP may use.  Benefit is to 

help ensure consistency and appropriate weighing of scoring items.  

7) Action Item – Joe Richardson develop strawman on confidential information treatment in 

the Transmission Owner Selection Process (“TOSP”). 

8) Action Item – Steve Drew and Aaron Shipley review what type of process/mechanism 

could be put in place to potentially require incentive points be included in evaluations.  

Review if required, how this impacts the IEPs ability to recommend any proposal it 

deems worthy and not be required to recommend highest point total proposal if the two 

were different. 
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9) Action Item – Steve Drew provide a survey to the task force regarding improvements 

they would like to see to process documents.     
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SOUTHWEST POWER POOL 

TRANSMISSION OWNER SELECTION PROCES TASK FORCE MEETING 

 

April 19, 2021 

Net Conference 

 

MINUTES 

AGENDA ITEM 1 – ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS 

SPP Chair Steve Drew called the meeting to order at 9:02 a.m. The following members were in 

attendance or represented by proxy: 

Steve Drew NextEra Energy Transmission, LLC 

Pat Hayes LS Power 

Tom Hestermann Sunflower Electric Power Corporation 

Daryl Huslig Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co. 

Brian Johnson American Electric Power-OK Transmission Co. 

Brenda Prokop ITC Great Plains 

Joe Richardson Xcel Energy 

Quorum was established with all task force members present. 

The TOSPTF Agenda for April 19, 2021 was approved unanimously as submitted.  

The TOSPTF Meeting Minutes for April 5, 2021 were approved unanimously as submitted. 

AGENDA ITEM 2 – REVIEW ACTION ITEM TRACKER 

Aaron Shipley presented the action item tracker created for TOSPTF use.  Mr. Shipley noted that 

going forward this tool will be kept updated with the purpose of documenting task force action 

items and work to be completed. Steve Drew added one item to the initial list for the task force 

to review/provide a recommendation on the Detailed Project Proposal (“DPP”) submittal quality 

and volume concerns. 

AGENDA ITEM 3 – REVIEW MOPC & SPC TOSPTF APRIL UPDATES 

Steve Drew noted that he provided the required quarterly updates to the Markets and 

Operation Policy (“MOPC”) and Strategic Planning Committee (“SPC”) at their April 2021 

meetings.  The MOPC provided no material feedback at this time but understood more direction 
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and recommendations on the task force work will be given at the July 2021 meeting.  Mr. Drew 

continued and noted the key areas he provided updates on to the SPC.  The conversation 

focused on IEP scoring rubric, treatment of confidential information in the TOSP, treatment of 

DPP and incentive points, and the Direction to Bidders document the IEP produces.  

Additionally, Steve noted there was discussion with the SPC on category point allocations and if 

they were appropriate.  The task force reviewed the discussion but noted as a whole the SPC 

was reluctant to provide guidance at this time and preferred to allow the task force to pursue 

any actions they felt would improve the TOSP with the idea to bring any and all 

recommendations back to the SPC in July.  

AGENDA ITEM 4 – TOSP IMPROVEMENT CATEGORIES DISCUSSION 

4a) Cost Effective and Efficient – Pat Hayes reviewed the task force discussion from the April 5 

meeting on this topic and sought a vote regarding the status of the item.  The vote would be to 

determine if this item may be closed or should still be pursued by the task force.  Mr. Hayes 

acknowledged he did not feel the task force as a whole supported further action on this matter 

but he felt the SPP Tariff should be revised to objectively state that the TOSP should recommend 

the most cost effective and efficient project to the Board.  Following task force discussion on this 

position and current TOSP, it was determined to not take action on the item at this meeting but 

to revisit it at the May 3, 2021 meeting.  Mr. Drew will work with Mr. Hayes prior to the next 

meeting to review the matter and develop a plan for the treatment moving forward. 

4b) Evaluation and Valuation of Cost Certainty Guarantees – No update was provided on this 

item for this meeting. 

4c) Scoring Rubric and Approach – Mr. Hayes reviewed the approach on how categories and 

sub-category scoring items may be evaluated on a Best/Better/Good approach.  He noted the 

Tariff/Business Practices did not have to define the items but potentially just require their use 

and require the communication of how they will be implemented by the Industry Expert Panel 

(“IEP”) prior to the close of RFP Response Window.  The intention would be to have the IEP 

communicate how they will treat items to help ensure RFP Proposals are more closely created to 

fit what the IEP is looking for in its evaluations.  The task force noted this item should continue 

to focus on ensuring consistency in scoring during evaluations.  

4c1) Scoring Comparisons – Mr. Richardson presented an analysis that illustrates the differences 

in scores values across various categories in the Sooner-Wekiwa TOSP.  The purpose was simply 

to illustrate the difference and note observations that potentially led to some categories value 

one point greater than other categories based on inconsistent use of the IEPs Best/Better/Good 

scoring approach.  One recommendation Mr. Richardson had was to document that at least one 

proposal should receive the “best” score in each category, there may be more than one but 

there should be at least one.  This would help to ensure points were leveled across categories.   

Also, if any proposal met all the minimum requirements for a category they should receive no 
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worse than a “good” rating in that category.  Mr. Richardson will work to compile a strawman 

proposal to continue this discussion for the task force. 

4d) Confidential Information Treatment – Mr. Richardson noted the task force is looking at this 

matter from the public perspective and reviewed briefly what he has previously presented on 

this topic.  The information included potential items that may be treated fundamentally as public 

information in a proposal and how other regions approach this topic.  Mr. Richardson will 

develop a strawman approach for the task force to review and work towards a recommendation 

on for the July presentations to MOPC and SPC. 

4e) Detailed Project Proposals and Incentive Points – Mr. Drew noted for Incentive Points he 

feels there are three matters to address: 1) whether to keep them or not; 2) if kept, is 100 points 

the appropriate amount; and 3) should points be automatically applied.  Mr. Drew noted 

NextEra feels the DPP points should remain and preferred this model over other industry 

options currently used.  Mr. Johnson and Mr. Huslig stated they felt the points have value and 

should remain.  Mr. Richardson stated there is value to have DPPs and have stakeholders submit 

ideas but feels the 100 points is too high on the scale of 1000 points.  Ms. Prokop stated ITC 

believes the process has value and if the points remain they should be used.  Mr. Shipley noted 

that if the points remain and were required to be used it does not resolve concerns previous IEP 

have expressed and demonstrated in their recommendations on what they are supposed to do 

with points in terms of their evaluation rankings.  The Tariff currently allows the IEP to 

recommend the proposal they feel should be recommended and does not require the highest 

point total to be the recommendation.  If the incentive points changed the IEP rankings because 

they were required, should the IEP change who they would recommend simply because the 

incentive points changed their evaluation rankings?  This is the same issue and concern previous 

IEP have been reluctant to do as they focus their efforts on what they control and the 

DPP/Incentive point process is outside of their work. 

4f 1&2) IEP Direction to Bidders – Mr. Hayes presented a framework of what type of 

requirements should be in the IEP Direction to Bidders document.  He feels the requirement to 

publish this document should be included in the Tariff because the timing of its issuance will 

need to be addressed in Attachment Y.  For item 4f2, the focus of scoring proposals should be 

included in SPP Business Practices.  These topics will continue to be reviewed and a strawman 

presented to work on the details of a recommendation and location of documentation of the 

materials for this item. 

4g) Governing Documents Update – Due to time constraints this item was moved to the May 3 

meeting. 

4h) Better Correlation of Costs/Estimates – Ms. Prokop presented her research on this topic and 

where currently these various definitions exist in SPP governing documents.  She recommended 

they be referenced in BP7700 and within the RFP Response Forms.  She will bring for review at 
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the next meeting these matters and more information on how the TOSP can document and 

clarify the terms and use of terms. 

4i) Minimum Transmission Design Standards (“MTDS”) – Mr. Johnson noted the MDSTF 

continues to make progress on the review of the revision 2 of the MTDS.  He noted they will 

provide an update to the TOSPTF to review their findings and ensure consistency across the task 

force. 

4j) Post Bid Meeting – Aaron Shipley noted that he and Mr. Huslig have not met on this topic yet 

given the lower priority ranking of other task force work.  Mr. Shipley will reach out to other 

RTOs to review how they approach this concept. 

AGENDA ITEM 5 – SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS 

The task force reviewed action items captured during the meeting.  See the “Summary of 

Motions and Action Items” section above for items captured during the meeting.  

AGENDA ITEM 6 – DISCUSSION OF FUTURE MEETINGS 

Mr. Shipley noted that in effort to ensure meeting materials are posted seven days prior to a 

meeting and to help plan the task force work prior the July MOPC/SPC meetings, he will be 

scheduling and posting task force meetings to occur every two weeks through the end of June.  

 

Steve Drew adjourned the meeting at 1:00 p.m. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Aaron Shipley 

Secretary 
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Meeting Attendees – 

All task force members were present as noted under Minutes Administration section 

Christine Aarnes, Sunflower Electric 

Angie Anderson, Sunflower Electric 

Robert Safuto, Customized Energy Solutions 

Dennis Reed, Consultant 

Ben Bright, SPP 

Aaron Shipley, SPP 

Nicole Wagner, SPP 

Chris Cranford, SPP 

Denise Martin, SPP 

John O’Dell, SPP 

Kirk Hall, SPP 

Esat Serhat Guney, SPP 

 


